Cross-talk among coupled stochastic Hindmarsh-Rose (HR) neurons is significantly affected by the topology of the neurons organization. If the coupled stochastic HR neurons are arranged in the form of ring topology with odd number of neurons, the neurons are in anti-phase synchronization with homogeneous distribution of phase ordering of the oscillators. On the other hand, if the coupled HR oscillators are arranged in the ring topology with even number of oscillators, the oscillators are formed into two groups which are anti-phase synchronized, but all the oscillators in each group are in in-phase synchronization. Synchronization of the HR oscillators due to coupling in all topological arrangements is affected by the noise. However, noise can induce optimal coherence of the cross-talked oscillators at a particular value at which signal processing is the most favorable with amplified signal, the phenomenon known as stochastic resonance.
There have been modifications in CLE formalism based on maintaining positivity of the noise part [26] and complex CLE formalism [27] , but these modifications either missing significant contributions from the system variables or limited to some specific models. One way to rescue from this unphysical meaning of negative molecule numbers is to rescale the variables in the model equations [28] and can construct a meaningful stochastic theory of HR model. The effect on synchronization by the topology of the coupled HR oscillators is the variation in synchronization threshold of the coupled oscillators [8] . Cross-talk among the neurons can be well studied using the concept of synchronization [2] and is a wellstudied phenomenon in deterministic HR model using various coupling mechanisms like electrical [29, 30] 
where x, y and z are variables corresponding to membrane potential, fast current (due to either The neuron dynamics can be considered as a stochastic process due to random interaction of various ions ( + , + and 2+ ) inside the neuron system, random diffusion of these ions through ion channels, and driving random external fluctuations. Further, various experiments show that the size of a neuron can be affected by various factors; namely, a 1a , siRNA and siRNA + a 1a induced growth in dendritic and axonal lengths by 15%-45% in hippocampal neurons [34] , organo phosphorus pesticides suppress the growth of axon and dendrite by 10%-30% in cultured sympathetic neurons of rodent [35] , p160ROCK inhibition in cortical actin network stability causes the outgrowth of axon by 20%-40% in mammalian [36] , and bursts of depolarizing current induced action potential and blocking of calcium current bring about rapid contraction of dendritic spine head causing variation in hippocampal neurons' size [37] . The macroscopic variables x, y, and z can be considered as the manifestation of the mentioned complicated interaction of microscopic ions driven by random environment in the neuron. Since ∝ , with Q as total charge in the neuron, the sign in x indicates the nature of the force. Similarly, since y ∝ , the sign in y shows the direction of the net charge flow in the neuron. Now, without loss of generality the variables x and y can be scaled with a scale factor α as (x→ x+ α, and y→ y+ α) to get rid of negative values involved in these variables [28] . Following this scaling procedure, equation (1) (2) The propensity function, which can be defined as the probability that the reaction (3) can be fired anywhere in the system [22], can be written as = ℎ , where ℎ is the possible molecular combinations and is the stochastic rate constant given by = 1− . Hence, there are thirteen such reaction channels which are constructed from each term in the model (2) (see Table 1 
The equation (4) can be simplified by imposing two important approximations: (1) Δ → 0 limit, where no significant change in state change is likely to occur, and Δ~0. This situation can be achieved when reactant molecular population is large, and Λ can be approximated to Poisson random variable Λ → ( , Δ ). (2) Δ → large limit allows >> 1, and one can approximate ( ) → ( Δ , Δ )(normal random variable). These two conditions can be applied simultaneously at the large population limit [25] . Then, applying ( , 2 ) = + (0,1), where m and are mean and standard deviation, and putting
→ (5) where are noise parameters. Now applying the transition of states in Table 1 to equation (5), and putting x = X/V, y = Y/V, z = Z/V, we arrive at CLE for HR model, (6) is the deterministic counterpart, and the second term is due to internal noise which scales as 1 √ ⁄ . . When these two neurons are coupled through a common dynamic environment via membrane potential (x), the mean of the internal noise of the xarise from the two neurons is also being associated with the dynamics of the neurons. Then, by using this coupling scheme [39, 40], we have
where is damping factor of the decay in environmental dynamics. 1 and 2 are feedback strengths to the system and environment respectively. 1 and 2 are feedback adjusting parameters to the systems and environment too. Here, environment means the extracellular trafficking of ions experienced by each neuron as a consequence of surrounding neurons.
Detection of synchronization
The following two techniques are considered to detect the synchronization of two coupled systems.
Recurrence plot: If 1 ( ) and 2 ( ) are two variables corresponding to two coupled systems, then the two-recurrence plot ( 1 , 2 ) can able to characterize the rate of synchronization of the two coupled systems [41] . If the points in the ( 1 , 2 ) plot are randomly scattered, then the two systems are uncoupled. However, if the points are concentrated along one of the diagonals of the ( 1 , 2 ) plot, then the systems are either in-phase synchronized, or antiphase synchronized. The thickness of the points along the diagonal indicates how strong the synchronization can be achieved between the two coupled systems (the thinner the line the stronger is the synchronization).
Cross-correlation function:
The equal-time cross-correlation function of the two variables 
Results and discussions:
Topology of arrangement of the coupled identical HR oscillators affects in various ways. The coupled HR oscillators are arranged in a ring with environmental coupling mechanism assigned among them and coupling is done via slow current due to , 2+ (z)variable and look for possible synchronization among the remaining variables x and y. When the coupled oscillators exhibit in-phase synchronization, the threshold synchronization value (the minimum value of the coupling constant at which the coupled oscillators just exhibit synchronization) increases as the number of coupled oscillators is increased similar to the reported work in [8] . Noise in the coupled HR systems, however, affects significantly in the rate of synchronization by allowing to increase the threshold synchronization value, which means coupled stochastic HR oscillators need higher value of the threshold synchronization value to exhibit synchronization.
The scenario of synchronization is in different way when the coupled HR oscillators are in anti-phase synchronization and topology of the oscillators play an important role in achieving synchronization. When the number of coupled oscillators is odd, the anti-phase synchronization takes place in such a way that the HR oscillators are arranged by distribution of the oscillators at equal phases (Figure 1) . If the coupled number of oscillators is three (N = 3), then at V = 50 the oscillators will achieve anti-phase synchronization at = 0.7 with phases 2π/3, so on, such that for = 0 (odd) and for the same parameter values, the coupled HR oscillators will be in anti-phase synchronization with each oscillator at the phase 0 = 2 / 0 (Figure 1) . We then increased the value of V i.e. by decreasing noise strength (noise ∝ 1 √ ) by taking V = 500 with same , the coupled HR oscillators follows the same trend of anti-phase synchronization with 0 = 2 / 0 phase distribution of each synchronized oscillators. In this case strength of synchronization of the coupled HR oscillators is more than the lower value of V i.e. stronger noise system. The antisynchronization phenomenon is shown by recurrence plot (see the materials and methods) with points along second diagonal (Figure  1 second column) and correlation plot with V (Figure 2 middle  row) . Now, if the number of oscillators is even, the way how the coupled HR oscillators exhibit anti-phase synchronization is quite different from the way how odd number of coupled HR oscillators' exhibit anti-phase synchronization. In this case, half of the total oscillators /2 are in in-phase synchronization, whereas, the other half of the oscillators again shows in-phase synchronization, but these two groups exhibit anti-phase synchronization (Figure 2) with each other.
These in-phase and anti-phase synchronization phenomena are detected by recurrence plots in ( , ) and (( , ) ∀i, j = 1, 2 , ...,N(for in-phase synchronization distributions of phase points are along the diagonal, whereas, for anti-phase synchronization the phase points are along the opposite diagonal), and correlation C with V plots (Figure 2) . The way how the oscillators are distributed among the two groups is as follows: the alternate oscillators are in the same group, and the two groups are antisynchronized with phase = .
The impact of noise in the rate of synchronization of coupled HR oscillators is quite significant. The coupled HR oscillators could not able to exhibit complete synchronization ( → 1) because noise fluctuations which can be measured from V. For small value of coupling constant = 0.2the oscillators show strong synchronization (both in-phase and out-phase synchronization) at large values of V i.e. significantly low noise in the system. But for significantly large values of ( ≥ 0.5), a peculiar scenario can be seen in the synchronization behavior of the oscillators. The oscillatorsattains strong synchronization at a particular value of V for a fixed , and then decreases as V increases. This meansthat → ( is maximum correlation value for a particular ) and noise strength 0 , but C < forboth > 0 and < 0 , which could be the case of stochastic resonance [6, 7] , where signal processing of thecoupled HR oscillators show maximum at → 0 ( Fig. 2 second row panels) . Similar scenario can be seen both ineven and odd groups of coupled HR oscillators. Further, the threshold coupling parameter value varies as a functionof noise in the system V and follows power law behavior ~− , where, is power law exponent with value = 2.3. The synchronization among a coupled stochastic HR oscillator in a certain topology via environmental coupling mechanism is significantly affected by the topology of the network driven by both noise in the system and coupling parameter. When the topology of the oscillators in the ring is odd, each individual in the topology might not able to arrange in grouping the oscillators, and each individual become anti-phase synchrony to every other oscillator. However, if the number of oscillators is even, they might able to group into two which exhibit anti-phase synchronization. Further, noise could able to show maximum synchronization at a particular value which could be the case ofstochastic resonance.
Conclusion:
The signal processing among the neurons is affected by various factors and parameters, more importantly by topology of the oscillators under environmental coupling mechanism. The arrangement of the coupled HR oscillators may trigger different way of signal processing during the cross-talk among them. When the number of coupled oscillatore is odd, grouping into two groups is not possible and hence the situation could be most favorable case for anti-phase synchronization. The oscillators in each group are in inphase synchronization, whereas, the two groups show anti-phase synchronization. This type of environmental coupling mechanism could be quite possible in multi-neuron cross-talk which could utilize the optimization of signal processing depending on the topology the neurons network organization to exhibit coherence patterns of cortical neurons in brain [43] . Noise can be considered as an inherent fundamental parameter in natural systems which is incorporated in the system dynamics, and is very sensitive to the systems, their cross-talk and systems topology. Further, the noise in the system can be related to neuron size, which is quite variable due to both inherent internal and external fluctuations and can able to perform both in destructive and constructive ways. This noise can able to optimize the signal processing in the coupled system generally for fast information processing and signal amplification, the phenomenon known as stochastic resonance. This change in internal noise can also trigger possibilities of cross-talk mechanisms at different neuro physiological states driven by variation in neuron size (mainly axon and dendrite) [34-37]. Coherence due to communication, which can be observed in brain due to interacting neurons, is highly dynamic and very sensitive to noise fluctuations [44] . Moreover, the change in topology with noise in brain stimulus may trigger a drastic change in neurons communication and their functioning. Hence, rigorous theoretical and experimental studies need to be done to observe such phenomena so that one can able to understand signal processing in brain at fundamental level.
